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Shelf System



Visu Clean  
cleanroom shelf system
The Visu Clean cleanroom shelf system has been developed by our 
professionals. It offers unmatchable ease of installation and use. The shelf 
system does not include solutions that may deteriorate its structures, and, 
thus, result in a deflection of wall-mounted rails, or a rupture of bracket 
fasteners, for example. The shelf system is a patented innovation of 
entirely Finnish origin.

Several applications 
As our shelf system is easy to clean and modify, it is a good match for a wide variety of objects. It is made 
of stainless steel. The height of the shelf system is fully steplessly adjustable. You may adjust the height 

of the shelves, as you please. Take note of how easy these adjustments are.

A patented 
Finnish 

innovation
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Visu Click shelf mounting system
The Visu Click shelf mounting system allows for mounting the shelves on the brackets without 

using screws or separate parts. Thanks to our mounting mechanism, the product is easy to clean 
and modify. In a trice, the shelves are removed and mounted back in place. Therefore, their 

cleaning does not require much labour or effort.

Easy to clean

Each Clean shelf surface is easy to keep clean and 
tidy. The shelf parts are removable and may be 

cleaned, as you please.



A 10-year 
warranty

Wall rails:
500 mm

1000 mm
1500 mm
2000 mm

Brackets:
200 mm
300 mm
400 mm
500 mm

Shelf boards
(depth x length in mm)

200x1000
200x1250
200x1500
200x2000
300x1000
300x1250
300x1500
300x2000

The Visu Clean 
cleanroom system 

includes stainless steel 
rails, brackets and 

shelf boards.

The load-carrying capacity of the shelf is 120 kg/linear 
metre (the spacing between the brackets is 1,000 mm).

Other size options, as well as perforated shelf 
board options, are available, according to order.
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